
Carry Forth!
Personal Creative Development Plan

Your Creative Legacies

Write four headlines that would be newsworthy enough for a news editor's attention.

1: Your greatest personal achievement: 2: Your greatest family achievement:

3: Your greatest community achievement: 4: For your greatest career achievement:

Making Time For Your Creative Work

Stop Doing List 
I am no longer going to allocate time to these activities:

1. ________________________________________________________________________________!
2. ________________________________________________________________________________!
3. ________________________________________________________________________________!

Stop Completing List 
I will recover time from these activities by doing them faster, even if more poorly:!

1. ________________________________________________________________________________!
2. ________________________________________________________________________________!
3. ________________________________________________________________________________!

The instructions for pages 2-5 are on pages 6-7.
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1: Your Greatest Personal Achievement

What: _____________________________________________________________________________!
! Your PERSONAL OBJECTIVE, stated in this format: To [verb] [single outcome] by [date]

How 
The steps to accomplish the objective.

Who When Cost
if any.

Status Notes
Progress toward achievement.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Attach additional pages, as needed.
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2: Your Greatest Family Achievement

What: _____________________________________________________________________________!
! Your FAMILY OBJECTIVE, stated in this format: To [verb] [single outcome] by [date]

How 
The steps to accomplish the objective.

Who When Cost
if any.

Status Notes
Progress toward achievement.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Attach additional pages, as needed.
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3: Your Greatest Community Achievement

What: _____________________________________________________________________________!
! Your COMMUNITY OBJECTIVE, stated in this format: To [verb] [single outcome] by [date]

How 
The steps to accomplish the objective.

Who When Cost
if any.

Status Notes
Progress toward achievement.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Attach additional pages, as needed.
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4: Your Greatest Career Achievement

What: _____________________________________________________________________________!
! Your CAREER OBJECTIVE, stated in this format: To [verb] [single outcome] by [date]

How 
The steps to accomplish the objective.

Who When Cost
if any.

Status Notes
Progress toward achievement.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Attach additional pages, as needed.
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The Creative Planning Process

by A.J. Stinnett and Artie Isaac

The Egyptians recognized the need for planning 4,000 years ago.* Business objectives require 
planning. However, in business today, many executives do not plan, risking needless overtime 
costs, potential bankruptcy, and upheaval of the lives of employees and their families, 
customers, suppliers, and business owners.

Similarly, creative legacies are the result of planning. But many potentially creative people do 
not plan, hindering their output and failing to realize their creative potential.

Why Avoid Creative Planning?
The cause for this avoidance, in our opinion, is clear: More than the rest of the creative process, 
planning seems like drudgery. The planning muse is not Passion. It is a Drill Sergeant. Planning 
— even for creative projects — requires linear thinking, a struggle for many creative people. 
On a creative adventure, you crave inspired synchronicity, not step-by-step plans.

But creativity is more than dreams fulfilled. Dreaming is for dreamers. Creative legacies are the 
outcome of planning. Plans must be well designed. And then the plan must be worked. Your 
creative planning starts here.

First: Forecasting.
Begin by accepting your responsibility: you must plan. Others might teach, encourage and 
collaborate, but to achieve your full creative potential, planning is your responsibility.

Write future news headlines celebrating your creative achievements. (You might not want 
public recognition. But you want to be worthy of it.) Consider these factors:

• AMBITION: What legacy do I want to create — for self, family, community, industry?
• ENERGY: How can I allocate time for my creative pursuits?
• BUDGET: How much money will I invest?
• LEARNING: To prepare myself, what must I read? Who must I meet? Where must I go?

Next: Set Objectives. 
Guided by your forecasting, draft objectives that can be achieved in not more than five years. 
(Such long-term planning is risky. But not planning is nearly certain failure.)

Set your objective in the following format: To [verb] [single outcome] by [date]. Example: “To 
publish a book by May 31, 2014.” Or: “To own a golf course by December 31, 2015.”
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* George, Claude S., Jr. (1968). The History of Management Thought. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall.



Write Your Creative Recipe.
The third task is listing the chronological sequence of steps needed to accomplish each 
objective. A five-part action plan, on the preceding four pages, is the best way to do this:

HOW WHO WHEN COST STATUS NOTES

The steps to 
accomplish 
the objective

The person 
responsible 
for each step

Date each 
step is to be 
completed

Financial 
requirements, 
if any

Any notes on 
your progress.

This is a working document, not merely a computer file or a piece of paper. It must be used, 
screamed at, challenged, followed up, viewed with horror, or cherished with pride, filed for 
future reference. (“This is how I planned my creative adventure which has now born fruit.!”)

This Then, Is The Planning Process. 
Simplistic? Certainly. And it must be performed consistently at every step of your creative 
process. It isn’t purely a mechanical process. It involves your heart, your inspiration, your 
energy, your life. 

Be Inspired By Your Creative Aspiration.
We don't want you to plan for the sake of planning. No one really wants a plan. But we all 
want what a plan can help us achieve: our extension into fate, our creative legacies.

Plan first. Then create. 

In 2006, I hired A.J. Stinnett for management consulting. 
Mr. Stinnett's teaching forever improved the effectiveness 
and value of my company, 
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A.J. Stinnett drives your team's 
organizational effectiveness with 
straightforward planning methods 
and consulting.

Learn more at StinnettGroup.com.

MSP@StinnettGroup.com  |  614-889-9534
7892 Stonehurst Drive, Dublin, OH 43016

Artie Isaac accelerates your 
collaboration and creativity with 
proven methods, humor, insight,
and old-fashioned encouragement.

Visit Artie Isaac.com for brainstorm 
facilitation and corporate training.

ArtieIsaac@gmail.com  |  614-395-3965
269 North Cassingham Road, Columbus, OH 43209



Addendum: 
Scoring Rubric

In Personal Creativity and Innovation (BUS MHR 390), Carry Forth is graded as an academic activity. During the 
course, students are instructed in the use of Carry Forth. This work is not graded based on the selection of goals. 
That is the student's business, based on ambition and taste. 

Creative planning should not — in the real world — be so immediately judged, this is an academic course which 
requires testing and grading.  Here's how each student's work is assessed only for the purposes of the course.  

Student's name (legibly): Student's name (legibly): Student's name (legibly): Student's name (legibly): 

Attribute Minimum Maximum Points

Clarity Illegible and incomprehensible (0) Easy to read and understand (5)

Ambitious Short-term goals, automatically 
achieved (0)

Truly newsworthy goals (5)

Planning A list of potential next steps (0) Sequential activities, building and 
leading to the achievement (5)

Total points 0 15
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